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Abstract
Beginning the analysis of new data is often difficult as
modern datasets can be overwhelmingly large. With
visual analytics in particular, displays of large datasets
quickly become crowded and unclear. Through
observing the practices of analysts working with the
event sequence visualization tool EventFlow, we
identified three techniques to reduce initial visual
complexity by reducing the number of event categories
resulting in a simplified overview. For novice users, we
suggest an initial pair of event categories to display.
For advanced users, we provide six ranking metrics and
display all pairs in a ranked list. Finally, we present the
Event Category Matrix (ECM), which simultaneously
displays overviews of every event category pair. In this
work, we report on the development of these
techniques through two formative usability studies and
the improvements made as a result. The goal of our
work is to investigate strategies that help users
overcome the challenges associated with initial visual
complexity and to motivate the use of simplified
overviews in temporal event sequence analysis.
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Figure 1: The Choose2 pan
nel
(top leftt of 1a) as implemented in
EventFlo
ow recommends a pair
p
of
event ca
ategories to simplify
y the
overview
w of all the records. On
the righ
ht, 1b shows an Even
nt
Categorry Matrix with the
overview
w of all pairs. In this
s
example
e the user has applied the
recomm
mended simplification
n,
which fiiltered out all event
categorries except Assistantt
Professo
or and Conference. This
T
recomm
mendation is shown in
i the
Choose2
2 panel and highligh
hted in
red in th
he Event Category Matrix.
M
See Ap
ppendix I below fo
or a
longer description of the
e
Event C
Category Matrix (E
ECM).

(1a)

Intro
oduction
Moderrn datasets are vo
oluminous and varied in
structture. This presents
s a challenge whe
en trying to
discov
ver meaningful ins
sights, which requ
uires analysts to
explorre data, generate hypotheses, draw
w insights, and
reach conclusions [19].. This paper focus
ses on the
analys
sis of temporal ev
vent sequence datta (e.g.,
electronic health record
ds, activity logs) and
a
how this
data is visualized in agg
gregated display overviews.
o
While early work on the
ese displays demo
onstrated that
analys
sts can discover meaningful
m
relationships between
tempo
oral events [2,3,5
5,10,16,22], our observations
o
from case
c
studies [7] in
ndicate that, rega
ardless of skill
level, analysts looking at a new dataset can have
difficu
ulty answering the
e question: “Wherre do I begin?”

(1
1b)
When usin
ng aggregated display overviews fo
or temporal
event sequ
uence analysis (e..g., EventFlow1), analysts
can becom
me overwhelmed b
by the visual complexity of
the overvi ew because it sum
mmarizes all the p
patterns
(i.e., inclu des all the event categories) found
d in the
dataset. T
This tends to occurr when the data is
s
unfamiliarr. To reduce this in
nitial visual compllexity in
event anallytics, we propose
e Choose2: a set o
of three
techniquess that provide sim
mplified overviews based on
the idea off starting with few
wer event categorries (i.e., 2
or even 1)) while still repres
senting a large number of
records. T
The motivation forr the techniques ca
ame from
observing practicing analysts derive insights using
simplificattion strategies in 1
18 case studies [7
7] and from
Spotfire’s automatic initializ
zation of scatterplots [1].

1

EventFlow
w: http://www.cs.um
md.edu/projects/hcil/eventflow/
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Figure 2: The professor dataset
displayed in EventFlow might
overwhelm novice and expert
analysts alike when all event
categories are shown. The
dataset includes events in the
careers of 40 professors: point
events (e.g., time they received
their bachelor or master degrees,
published a journal or conference
paper) and interval events (e.g.,
appointments as assistant or
associate professor). Choose2
(top left) suggests starting with
only two events.

The first Choose2 technique, designed for novice
analysts who are new to event sequence analytics,
automatically suggests a pair of event categories to
begin analysis. The second technique suggests
additional pairs using a set of 6 ranking metrics. The
third technique was designed for expert analysts (i.e.,
experienced analysts), and consists of an Event
Category Matrix (ECM) displaying overviews of all event
pairs and single event categories. This paper motivates
these techniques and reports on their iterative
development during two usability studies. The
continuing goal of this work is to (i) encourage the use
of simplified overviews in temporal event sequence
analysis and (ii) inspire discussion of simplified
overviews for other data types.

Related Work
After a brief overview of event sequence analytics and
EventFlow, we briefly discuss topics influential to our
techniques including: visual complexity, simplified
overviews, quality metrics, and automated ranking.
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We implemented Choose2 within EventFlow, which is a
visual analytics tool that assists analysts with
understanding complex temporal data composed of
event sequences [11]. When exploring this type of
data, analysts are trying to understand the
relationships that exist among event sequences found
in multiple records [12]. For example, Electronic Health
Records (EHR) are studied to understand how differing
procedures or medications lead to successful outcomes.
Early work on EventFlow showed how analysts could
use it to discover meaningful temporal relationships
between point-based events using aggregated display
overviews [20,21]. Subsequent revisions to EventFlow
enabled the analysis of interval events [13,14] as well.
However, despite the changes to EventFlow, case
studies with practitioners indicated a consistent
problem: How should analysts begin their analysis
when they are overwhelmed by the initial visual
complexity of their data? While analysts readily
recognize their data in the detail record view (right side
of Figure 2), they were often troubled by the visual
complexity of the overview (center Figure 2).
Visual complexity refers to the level of detail in a
visualization created by an analytics tool [8]. For
example, in scatterplots the number of points,
occlusion, and entropy has been used as measures of
visual complexity. For aggregated event overviews, as
used in EventFlow, Monroe et al. defined two types of
visual complexity: number of visual elements (e.g.,
vertical bars) and average height of these elements
[12]. A decrease in the former and an increase in the
latter indicate a simpler display. Fine-grain measures
(e.g., number of events categories) have also been
noted to influence visual complexity [7].
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Figure 3: The Choose2 sim
mple
panel suggests a pair for
novice analyst to start their
analysis
s with and provides a brief
rationale; it is a modal window
within E
EventFlow.

When overviews are co
omplex, skilled ana
alysts can
simpliify them by manually filtering event categories
[6]. An
A alternate appro
oach could be to have
h
the system
pre-an
nalyze the data an
nd then present suggestions
s
on
how to proceed [9]. On
ne method for gen
nerating these
sugge
estions is through the use of quality
y metrics, which
are ca
alculated about the data to highligh
ht potential
areas of interest. These
e metrics can be used
u
to
generrate sample visuallizations, find mea
aningful
abstra
actions of the data
a, and reduce cluttter [4]. Once
calculated, metrics allow suggestions to be ranked and
comm
municated to analy
ysts: the Hierarchical Clustering
Explorer, with its Rank--by-Feature frame
ework [18],
provid
ded similar rankings (e.g., correlation coefficient).
Choos
se2 applies these ideas to event analytics and
offers six metrics for measuring
m
a pair’s complexity.

Desc
cription of the Three Techniq
ques
We de
escribe the three Choose2
C
techniqu
ues using the
same synthetic profess
sor dataset (Figure
e 2) used in the
usabillity testing (see also the supplemen
ntary video).

Figure 4: The ranked list of
o
suggesttions interface
displays
s all pairs ranked by
y the
selected
d metric.

Simplle Panel with Single Suggestion
For most
m
novice users, the suggestion off a single pair of
event categories to start with helps spee
ed their efforts
(Figurre 3) to explore ne
ew data. The defa
ault suggestion
is the pair of events tha
at appears across
s the largest
number of records. In the
t
professor data
aset, the
autom
matic suggestion is
s to look at “Assis
stant Professor”
and “C
Conference” events. Clicking “Apply
y” executes the
sugge
estion and simplifies the overview accordingly.
a
This
technique provides quic
ck access to one simplified
s
overview without havin
ng to understand the
t
details of
the pa
air selection proce
ess. A simple ratio
onale for the
sugge
estion is also provided. The suggesttion is nonmodal so users can ignore it and access other controls.
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Ranked Lisst of Suggestions
When ana lysts click “Other pairs”, they see a
advanced
simplificattion options: a ran
nked list panel of six ranking
metrics (F
Figure 4). This list is a dropdown menu, where
pairs are rranked by the sele
ected metric’s value. A
popup exp
plains the metrics’’ calculation meth
hods. See
Appendix III for definitions o
of ranking metrics
s.
Event Cate
egory Matrix
While the simple panel seem
med appropriate ffor novice
users, and
d the ranked list c
could guide more a
advanced
users towa
ard several simplified overviews, it seemed
equally im
mportant to provide rapid access to all
simplified overviews for exp
pert analysts. Whe
en analysts
click on “P
sly
Preview all” in eith
her of the previous
described panels a new win
ndow opens and displays the
ECM, an o
organized set of sm
mall overviews forr all pairs
as well as for individual eve
ent categories (Fig
gure 1b,
Appendix II). Clicking on a c
cell of the matrix a
applies the
event cate
egory pair simplification. While related to the
Lower Tria
angular Scatterplo
ot Matrix for multivariate
data [15], this summarizatiion of event seque
ence data
using a ma
atrix provides a novel way to review temporal
relationshiips between events. There are
1 ⁄ 2 pairwise event c
category overview
ws. The
diagonal iss used to show the temporal relatio
onships
among rep
peated events of a single category,, for a total
of
1 ⁄2
cells. With
h 10 event catego
ories, there
are 45 100 55 simplified o
overviews in the E
ECM display.
As a resultt, we believe the ECM enables anallysts to
extract inssights difficult to s
see in the initial o
overview.

Evaluati on and Evolutiion of the Design
The interfa
aces were designe
ed iteratively usin
ng a process
that includ
ded two usability s
studies with five a
and six
participantts respectively (4 Computer Scienc
ce graduate
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Appendix I: Expanded
explanation of Figure 1b, the
Event Category Matrix.
Starting along the diagonal and
from the top analysts can review
the data one event category at a
time: a few professors have
multiple Bachelor degrees, not
everyone has a Masters. Analyst
can also see that not everyone
has reached full professor status.
At a glance, analysts can see that
professors all have many
conference and journal papers;
however, most have either one or
no book or newspaper
publications. The pairwise
overviews show that those who
had multiple bachelors received
their PhD faster than those who
had only one. Some professors
started as Assistant professor
before defending their PhD. We
see that book and newspaper
publications generally appear in
later career with a few dramatic,
easily visible, exceptions. In the
middle portion, “Conference” and
“Journal” events repeat
frequently which adds complexity
to the visualization. This
complexity may indicate potential
category pairs of interest and
analysts can choose to review the
details in EventFlow’s main
window.

students, 1 Information Science graduate student, and
1 professor of Urban Studies) with limited or no
experience with visual analytics. The professor dataset
was used because the context of the data was familiar
to the participants and there were enough sequence
variations to produce a visually complex overview at
the start (i.e., when all event categories are included).
Using a simpler training dataset, participants learned
how to read an EventFlow overview and filter by event
categories using controls in the legend. Participants
were also informed of our motivation to help users
begin analysis when the overviews are complex. The
professor dataset was then loaded and the observer
pointed to the Choose2 panel asking participants to
explore freely and provide feedback on that feature. No
additional information was provided. Participants were
asked to "think aloud” during their exploration, point at
what they found unclear, and indicate what they
learned from the data. Improvements were discussed
at the end of each 45 minute session.
During the first study only the simple and ranked list
panels were tested. The design of these panels was
revised, the ECM was developed, and then all three
designs were tested in a second study before being
refined again. This paper summarizes a few of the
lessons learned (i.e., what didn’t work) and what
improvements were made. We organize the results of
both studies by the three proposed techniques.
Review of Simple and Ranked List Panels
The first participants had difficulties with the early
versions of explanatory text and the names and
description of the metrics. Improvements were
discussed and new explanations and labels were
drafted with early participants and further refined with
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later ones (overall about 7 or 8 versions of the text of
the simple panel and ranked list were tested with
participants and colleagues). Short popup explanations
were added, which now appear when the cursor hovers
over a method in the dropdown menu. Participants also
asked for additional ranking metrics (i.e., they had
access to a subset of ranking metrics from the list
presented in Appendix II) so three more were added.
The early version of the interface appeared as a onetime modal dialog that disappeared after the overview
was simplified. Participants wanted to come back and
try more pairs, so this dialog was refactored to be a
permanent non-modal panel, visible after loading the
dataset and always available. The 6 participants in the
second study were content with the panel placement.
Originally the simple panel included a menu of the
ranking metrics to choose from, but it was confusing for
first time users causing us to push that menu to a
separate “ranked list” panel (so that the more
extensive exploration of the pairs and their rankings
would take place in the ranked list panel). Participants
had difficulties guessing what the ranking method did
based solely on the labels, but had better results by
inspecting the list, trying different pairs, and looking at
the scores assigned to each pair. The original design of
the ranked list panel colored each pair using a color
gradient from green (high ranking) to red (low
ranking). This was found confusing because color is
used heavily in EventFlow (and mapped to event
categories), so the use of color was discontinued.
Review of Event Category Matrix
The first study led to the design of the ECM as a
method to systematically explore all pairs, and it was
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Appendix II:
Six ranking metrics were
implemented by Choose2’s
ranked list based on maximizing
or minimizing the following:
record coverage, event cooccurrence, and frequency of
event occurrence. We define
these metrics as followed:
Record Coverage. The cardinality
of the union of records containing
event category A and records
containing event category B.
Event Co-occurrence. The
cardinality of the intersection of
records containing event category
A and records containing event
category B.
Frequency of Event Occurrence.
The top two occurring event
categories based on the total
number of occurrences across all
records.

tested in the second study. The “Preview all” and the
ECM panel were immediately well received by 4 out of
the 6 participants who felt at ease and said they
understood what it was, stating “I know it’s a matrix”;
however, all took a few minutes to fully understand this
new display. Two participants said at first that the
diagonal was not needed and could be removed;
however, they all eventually understood that the
diagonal was useful to show one event category at a
time. They commented that it was not really a pair, but
still was useful to have. Out of the 4 participants who
were immediately comfortable, 2 said they would not
use the other panels but would go to the ECM directly.
One participant said “I like [the ECM]; it shows where
the complexity is.” Two participants took more time
understanding what the ECM did (between 3 and 5
minutes). All participants discovered that they could
click on cells of the ECM to select the event categories
and see the overview in more detail in the main
EventFlow window. The text and labels on the panels
were also thoroughly discussed and revised.
Summary of Findings
Overall the placement and clarity of the three panels
improved over the course of the two usability studies.
All participants understood what had happened when
the overview was simplified. However, it is likely that
the ranking methods will remain difficult to grasp for
some users. On the other hand the ECM seems very
promising because it was understandable (without
training, and only 2-4 minutes of exploration). Once
they mastered the ECM participants were able to
describe what they learned from it and seemed more
focused on the data than when using other techniques.
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Limitations and Future Work
The goal of Choose2 is to provide techniques for
analysts of varying skill levels to help reduce
overwhelming/initial visual complexity; however, there
are many possible ways to do this (e.g., providing
details-on-demand). Scaling the ECM is a challenge
since the number of pair views increases quadratically
with the number of event categories, which can be
addressed by applying the rank by feature framework
[17]. Additionally, our usability studies were formative
and further testing is needed to investigate the
usefulness with professional analysts. Future work will
focus on exploring ranking metrics, solutions to scaling,
and testing with analysts.

Conclusion
This work investigates three new techniques for
providing simplified overviews that reduce the visual
complexity of temporal event sequences in aggregated
display overviews. We described how the designs
evolved over time and what improvements were made.
The display of a single pair of categories provides a
simple way for novice users to start analysis of
temporal event sequences. The ranked list of
suggestions is slightly more complicated, but provides
much greater assistance for novices. For more
advanced users the ECM provides a way to
systematically explore all event category pairs. Our
usability studies demonstrated that all three techniques
were learnable without training. Mitigating challenges
with visual complexity is critical in event analytics. We
believe that the proposed techniques will help event
sequence analysts reduce initial visual complexity,
thereby accelerating data exploration. Additionally, we
believe that these techniques are applicable to other
data types and should be further explored.
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